Introduction
Recently we showed that the analysis of induced gamma-band oscillations in EEG has been confounded by a myogenic saccade-related spike potential (SP), appearing as a transient broadband response overlapping the gamma frequency band (iGBRtb). [1] We stress that since saccade rates exhibit a nonrandom relation to stimulus presentation and can be modulated by various experimental conditions, care must be taken in induced gamma band analyses to ensure that findings cannot be explained by an ocular source.
Here we applied the ICA-based artifact-suppression procedure which we recently proposed [2] to EEG data, and investigated the residual gamma-band response to visual stimuli. We show evidence for the existence of a neurogenic induced gammaband response, with a duration corresponding to the duration of the visual stimulus.
The iGBR is contaminated by saccade-related spike potentials
Experimental paradigm 17 subjects were presented with object images, masked by either 2 or 30 bars, either scrambled or nonscrambled, for a duration of 500 ms (SOA 2000-3000ms). In four subjects eye-tracker data was recorded simultaneously with the EEG. The paradigm was originally designed to test whether gamma responses varied as a function of gestalt perception (left column vs. right, below) or rather of object recognition (bottom right condition vs. the rest). [3] Average peri-stimulus time-frequency plots for data treated only with traditional artifact-rejection methods (EEG data is common-averagereferenced). Note the saccade-related iGBRtb following both the onset and offset of stimulus presentation. 
Artifact suppression

Results
Condition Analysis
Statistical method
We used a permutation test to assess the significance of the increase in gamma power across subjects. First a t-value was computed for each pixel in the average time-frequency matrix, reflecting its increase in amplitude compared to baseline across subjects. Next, activation clusters were identified as any contiguous group of significant (p < 0.05) pixels, and the sum of t values within each cluster was calculated (t sum ) (Maris & Oostenveld 2007 ). This cluster statistic was compared against the null-hypothesis distribution formed by taking the maximal t sum value from 3000 iterations in which the "activation" and "baseline" conditions were randomized for each subject. Clusters were considered significant if their t sum fell within the top 0.125% of the null distribution (5% significance level after Bonferroni correction for 40 channels). In the adjacent figure significance is indicated by transparency level.
Comparison to intracranial recording
The time-frequency signature of the response is comparable to findings from a recent ECoG study, in which subjects were presented with written words for a duration of 400ms. Top: EEG, channel PO8 average; Bottom: ECoG, occipital channel. Note the similar ~20-40 Hz "step" (probably the signature of evoked activity) before the longer continuous induced activity from ~60Hz and up (ECoG image courtesy of Avgusta Shestyuk and Robert T. Knight, Univ. of Califronia, Berkeley, unpublished). • The ICA-based approach to suppression of the SP artifact can be utilized to unmask cortical gamma-band responses. [5] • A cortical induced gamma-band response is shown in the EEG, comparable to those acquired using intracranial recordings. This response is topographically and temporally dissociated from the anterior saccade-related response.
• Contrary to previous reports which did not control for saccadic artifacts, the current analysis does not lend support to the hypothesis that cortical gamma responses are strongly modulated by gestalt perception of visual objects.
• We maintain that even after suppression, the SP may contribute to variance between conditions and must be controlled for.
ICA was performed to isolate and remove the saccade-related components, using the procedure described in Keren et al. 2010 [2] . Components were selected for removal based on their scalp distribution and mean peri-saccade time-series. After suppressing the saccadic artifacts, a pattern of continuous gamma activity can be seen in posterior electrodes. Note that the amplitude of these results is low compared to the amplitude range of the uncorrected data (upper right box). The topographical progression of gammaband activation shows a dissociation between the continuous posterior response and the residual saccaderelated anterior response, the latter peaking at 250ms post-stimulus. The mean gamma amplitude within the activation window was larger than the peak saccade-locked gamma amplitude (In 4 subjects where eye-tracker data was available). This result also argues against the possibility that the posterior activity can be explained by residual saccadic artifacts. However, they may still contribute to the total activation.
Effect amplitude is higher than the peak of the saccade-locked response Time-frequency plots for the group average and two example subjects. Top: before correction. Bottom: after correction. Note the minimal effect on the time-frequency plot of subject 116, who exhibited a low original SP rate.
Examination of the Region x Shuffling interaction using Scheffe's method revealed a marginally significant (F=6.59, F crit =6.6) interaction whereby the amplitude increase in the shuffled vs. non-shuffled condition was larger in the right region than in the left region. A simple contrast found that the increase in amplitude in the shuffled vs. non-shuffled condition in the right electrodes was significant (M1=0.28mV vs. M2=0.15mV, p<0.05), but not after applying Bonferroni correction. 
